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January Test Session
The January 10th Test session was one of those unusual sessions where we
had NO Candidates for the test session. Since the CKARC Board meeting
“ran over” on time, it may not have been a bad thing overall. This was the
First Board meeting for the 2018 Officers.

Special points of interest:
· January Testing Session
· December Minutes
· Quantum Radio
· K3LP SK
· Thomas Fire Response
· NCVEC: New Tech Question Pool
· ZS8Z Off the Air
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Reminders
Siren Test scheduled
for February 5th. In the
event the weather does
not cooperate, we will
try again the following
Monday!
February Test Session

is on February 14th at
7:00 PM at the Saline
County Sheriff’s Office
Classroom. Board
Meeting at 6:30 PM, on
the 14th. The February
CKARC meeting is

scheduled for the 23rd
of February at 7:30 PM
at KWU’s Peters Science Hall in Room 211.
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CKARC Minutes for Dec ember 2017

-

Siren Test Nets
These are “routinely” held on
the First Monday of every
Month—Except September provided that the Weather is in
a cooperative mood. If there
are too many clouds in the sky,
or if it happens to be too Cold
(Winter in Kansas can be Very
cold) Less than +32 Degrees,
the Test will usually be postponed until the following week.

In the event that the Weather
still is not in a cooperative
mood on the 2nd Monday, the
test will be Cancelled for the
Month.
Those folks that do check in, we
would like the following information: Your Call Sign
(obviously), your current location (street intersections are
good enough) and if you heard

a Siren (or more than one). This
helps cut down on the number
of folks that the Emergency
Management Office has to call
to see if the Sirens went off or
not.
Our help on this event IS Greatly appreciated!
All of the New Sirens Have been
Installed at this time.
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“Quantum Radio” May Offer New Twist on
Communicating in Problematic Environments
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DXpedition Leader, Elite Contester, Ham Radio
Mentor David Collingham, K3LP, SK
-

-
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Thomas Fire Response Also Demonstrates
Amateur Radio’s Social Media Value
01/05/2018
Santa Barbara Amateur Radio Club (SBARC) members kept a close watch on the Thomas Fire after
it broke out in early December. Using a variety of the club’s analog and digital Amateur Radio assets, radio
operators were able to observe fire-fighting efforts first hand and pass along immediate information, often
before it was reported by official sources or by local news media. SBARC operates five communication sites
in Santa Barbara County, including sites on Diablo Peak on the mostly uninhabited Santa Cruz Island, and on
Santa Ynez Peak.
“These two sites host [Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast] ADS-B receivers that are connected via a combination of amateur microwave IP links and mesh networking and were used to track and
monitor airborne firefighting activities,” Levi Maaia, K6LCM, co-chair of SBARC’s Telecommunications Services Committee, told ARRL.
Starting in mid-December, a round-the-clock emergency net convened on 2-meters, as commercial
power for much of Santa Barbara County was cut and the fire descended on residential communities in Santa
Barbara County, prompting multiple evacuation orders. With repeaters on generator power and many operators running on battery power, net traffic consisted of official information, including evacuation orders, live
reports on the rapidly approaching fire line from operators who remained inside the mandatory evacuation
area, related traffic about firefighting efforts, and wind and weather conditions. SBARC volunteers set up an
ad hoc remote receiving station to stream live fire ground and air communications audio over the Internet
and mesh network.
As fire crews came off duty, one firefighter and Amateur Radio operator joined the net to offer a
firsthand account of operations from an insider’s perspective. SBARC members also assisted visiting fire crew
members with mobile radio antenna repairs in the field.
Maaia said social media proved to be a valuable communication asset, as most official organizations
such as incident command and emergency management agencies were disseminating official information via
Twitter immediately upon release. “Amateur stations without power, cell phone or Internet access could be
kept informed of important information including evacuation orders, via the Amateur Radio net,” Maaia explained. “SBARC also served as an aggregator for Thomas Fire-related information by featuring tweets on the
club website.”
The still-burning Thomas Fire, the largest in modern California history, caused devastating losses in
Ventura and Santa Barbara counties. “Although the Santa Barbara ARES group never activated, Amateur Radio proved to be a valuable mode of communication, especially when coupled with social media, amateur
mesh networking, IRC chat (over mesh and Internet) and live audio streaming,” Maaia said.
In Ventura County, the Thomas Fire damaged or destroyed some Amateur Radio resources normally
available to provide emergency communication. It was an Amateur Radio TV camera that caught the first images of the Thomas Fire on December 4. A fund-raising effort now is under way to help a repeater system
operator to replace gear and to bolster the rest of the system for future such emergencies. Fund-raising
sparkplug Ben Kuo, KI6YR, said the fire demonstrated the difficulty of keeping equipment running in remote
locations during fire emergencies.
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“We also discovered other sites faced serious limitations after utility power was cut and solar panels were
obscured by vast clouds of smoke,” Kuo recounted in his solicitation. “This GoFundMe [campaign] will go
toward enhancing the existing ham radio repeater network, to make it more reliable in emergencies.” Highquality video cameras for those repeater sites is another possibility.
During the Thomas Fire, Kuo helped bridge the divide between Amateur Radio and social media, and even
firefighters would check his feed to see what was going on in other areas of the fire, he said. “It’s a very
powerful combination,” Kuo told VC Star. An ARRL member, Kuo, of Newbury Park, founded
the socaltech news site. He’s been licensed for 3 years and serves as an ARRL Technical Specialist for the
ARRL Santa Barbara Section.

NCVEC Releases New Technician License Question
Pool into the Public Domain
-

ZS8Z on Marion Island Off the Air, Science Team in
Survival Mode

-
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